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MONTH TWO - Courthouse Steps
you need:
• fat quarter coral (481082 Wildgarden Honey Yellow)
• fat quarter navy (481121 Emily Dark Blue)
• fat quarter green (481120 Audrey Green)
• fat quarter pink (481083 Emily Pink)
• fat quarter light (1525Q Linea)

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
coral, navy, green and pink
From each fat quarter cut seven 1½in x 21in strips and subcut to make these rectangles as follows:
• nine 1½in x 2½in rectangles 
• nine 1½in x 4½in rectangles 
• nine 1½in x 6½in rectangles 

Light
• Cut two 2½in x 21in rectangles and subcut into nine 2½in squares
• Cut eight 1½in x 21in rectangles and subcut into 108 1½in squares

CORAL ANNIVERSARY

SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Take all the coral and pink rectangles and sew a light 1½in square to both ends of each.  Press all towards the coral or
pink as shown.
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7. Sew the largest coral and pink units to the top and bottom 
as shown.  Pin at the seam intersections to ensure a perfect 
match.

8. Repeat to make nine blocks and sew them together as 
shown to make Row Two.

4. Sew 1½in x 4½in navy and green rectangles to both sides 
as shown.  Press.

5. Sew the mid-size coral and pink units to the top and 
bottom as shown. Pin at the seam intersections to ensure a 
perfect match.

6. Sew 1½in x 6½in navy and green rectangles to both sides 
as shown. Press.

3. Sew the smallest coral and pink units to the top and 
bottom as shown. Pin at the seam intersections to ensure a 
perfect match.

2. Sew 1½in x 2½in navy and green rectangles to both sides 
of a 2½in light centre square as shown.  Press.


